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1. Introduction 
Given a finite H-space (X,/~) then, for each prime p, H*= H*(X; Z/p) is a Hopf 
algebra over A*(p), the Steenrod algebra. Thus H* has three separate structures to 
analyze: algebra, coalgebra nd Steenrod module. These structures are interrelated. 
In particular, there exist many results relating the algebra structure and the Steenrod 
module structure of H*. See, for example, [14], [15], [18] and [19]. In this paper 
we will use the algebra structure and the Steenrod module structure of H* to force 
results about its coalgebra structure. For convenience, we will dualize and work with 
the algebra structure of H.=H.(X;  7//p) rather than with the coalgebra structure 
of H*. 
In order to understand the approach of this paper it might help to briefly recall 
the results of [5]. In [5] we also studied how the algebra structure of H* influences 
the algebra structure of H. .  Given a Hopf algebra A, let QA and PA denote the 
indecomposables and primitives respectively. In [5] we worked under the hypothesis 
that p is odd and (X,/I) is a 1-connected modp finite, homotopy associative H- 
space. We showed that the non-triviality of QevenH* forced the  Lie bracket 
product 
[., • ] : PH, QPH,-+PH,, 
[a, •] = ~p-  ( -  1)1~11Plfl~ 
to be non-trivial in a quite explicit manner. The homotopy associativity of X is 
essential in such arguments. There are examples to show that by altering the 
multiplication of X (and hence the Pontryagin product in H.)  we can obtain a new 
multipliation which is not homotopy associative and for which a previously non- 
zero commutator in PH. is now trivial. Consider the exceptional Lie group F4. We 
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have 
H*(F4; Z/3) =E(x3, x7, X~l, x~5)®~-/3[xs]/(x3). 
If we take the usual Lie multiplication on F4, then 
P*(Xll) =Xll ® 1 + 1 ®Xll + X3QXs, 
/1"(x~5) = x~s® 1 + 1 ®x~s + xT®xs. 
Dually, in PH,(F4; Z/3) we have non-trivial commutators [a3, as] and [aT, as]. The 
structure theorems of [5] also force these commutators. 
On the other hand, it is known that F4 localized at 3 decomposes as a product 
X1 × X2 where 
H*(XI ; g/3)=E(x3,x7)Q7//3[x8]/(x3), 
H*(X2; Z/3) =E(xll, x15 )
(see [4] or [20]). I f  we take the product multiplication on F4=X l x X2, then 
H*(F4; Z/3) is primitively generated. So 
/.t*(x11) =Xll ® 1 + 1 ®Xll, 
~/*(XI5 ) =Xls ® 1 + 1 @xl5.  
Hence [a3, a8] = [a7, as] = 0. 
The above example illustrates the nature of the commutators produced in [5]. 
They are 'unstable'. They tend to disappear if we perturb the multiplication on X. 
This paper is concerned with finding 'stable' commutators in PH. ,  commutators 
which are forced to be non-trivial no matter when multiplication is chosen for X. 
We do not obtain results of that generality. We are required to make some assump- 
tions on X. As in [5] we assume 
(A1) p is odd and (X,p) is a 1-connected modp finite H-space. 
This hypothesis is a fairly natural one and seems to be necessary for our results to 
apply. We replace any reference to homotopy a.ssociativity by the weaker assump- 
tion that 
(A2) The Pontryagin product in H ,  is associative. 
We also assume 
(A3) x p = 0 for all x~ H*. 
When X is a compact Lie group A2 is trivial and A3 can be deduced from A1. 
Assumption A3 may be deducible from A1 in general. At any rate, the pattern of 
commutators produced in this paper becomes more complicated when x p :# 0 in/-I* 
and, so, we have chosen to exclude those cases. The role played by assumptions A2 
and A3 is to enable us to make Hopf algebra arguments which could be otherwise 
unavailable (see, in particular, Sections 2 and 3). 
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Using the above assumptions we will show that if we replace the hypothesis (as 
in [5]) that oevenH*~0 by the stronger hypothesis that A*(p) acts non-trivially on 
QevenH*, then PH. possesses a family of non-trivial commutators. 
This leads us to the series of papers [9], [10], [11], and [13]. For the arguments 
from those papers provide the link between the non-trivial action of A*(p) on 
QevenH* and the existence of non-trivial commutators in PH.. In [11], working 
under assumption A1 plus the assumption that H* is primitively generated, we 
showed that A*(p) acts trivially on oevenH*. Conversely, this paper explains how 
H* fails to be primitively generated when A*(p) acts non-trivially on oeven. Such 
a study was already begun in [13]. There we determined how the U(M) property fails 
for H* if A*(p) acts non-trivially on QevenH*. In the present paper we continue the 
analysis. We deduce, for H*, the consequences for the coalgebra structure of the 
failure of the U(M) property. 
Before describing our main results, we need to first say a few words about re- 
lations among commutators in PH.. We have, of course, the usual relations 
(R1) [x,y]--(-1)lxllyL+~[y,x] for any x,y~PH..  
(R2) (Jacobi Identity) 
[x[y, z]] + [YIz, x]] + [z[x, Yl] = 0 for any x, y, z ~ PH,. 
However, other relations must be satisfied as well. The relations which follow will 
all be verified in subsection 3.1 
(R3) [x, y] = 0 if both x and y belong to PoddH, or to PevenH,. 
The above relation implies that any commutator in PH, can be written 
["" [[x, yl]Y2] ""Yk] where X~PoddH,, Yi ~ Pevenn* and the order of {Yl,--.,Yk} is 
immaterial. 
For the remaining relations we must consider PH, as a A*(p)-module. The usual 
left action of A*(p) on H* dualizes to a right action on H, .  We have 
( xO, y) = ( -1)  Ixl IO](x, Oy) 
for any xeH, ,  yeH*  and OeA*(p). The action on H ,  restricts to an action on 
PH,. Let Q0 = the Bockstein tip. We will use the symbol Q0 throughout the paper. 
We want to think of the Bockstein as part of the family of operations {Qs}s>_o c n- 
structed by Milnor in [14]. 
(R4) [xQ0, y] = [yQo, x] for any x, y e PevenH,. 
For any xe PH, let ad(x) denote the map ad = [., x] :PH,~PH, .  Let adi(x) denote 
ad(x) composed with itself i times. 
(R5) adP-l(x)(xQo)=O for any xEPevenH,. 
Recall that QH* and PH, are dual in the sense of a quotient module of H* being 
dual to a submodule of H, .  So there is a non-singular pairing between QH* and 
PH,. This duality is as Steenrod modules. Our main result is 
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Theorem 1.1. Given a,b~QevenH * where ,~¢P'a=b,O, then there exists a, f le 
PevenH. where (a, a) ~0, (fl, b) ~0 and the commutators of  length <_p which can 
be formed from {a, ,8, aQo, flQo} satisfy only relations R1-R5. 
Theorem 1.1 asserts that many commutators formed from {a, fl, t~Qo, flQo} must 
be non-zero. The pattern is perhaps easiest o see if we dualize. Commutators in 
PH.  can be dualized to obtain indecomposables in H* with non-trivial coproducts. 
If we choose representatives a and b in H* for a and b in QevenH*, then Theorem 
1.1 asserts that, for each product aib j where 1 <_i+j<_p, O<_i<_p- 1, O<j<_p- 1, 
there exists an indecomposable c where Qoc=aibJ+other linearly independent 
terms. (See Theorem 3.5 for a justification of this new version of Theorem 1.1.) 
Recall that, for a modp finite H-space, 
rank X= rankz/p Q°OdH* = rankQ Q°ddH*(X; Q) 
(see §4 of [2]). One of the main messages of Theorem 1.1 is that rank X must be 
large before H* can have two even degree indecomposables linked by a Steenrod 
power c~p'. The exceptional Lie group E 8 is a good example of this phenomena. E s 
is the only example of an indecomposable finite H-space for which A*(p) acts non- 
trivially on QevenH*. When p = 3 we have f~3 : Q8H,(E8; Z/3)~Q2OH,(Es; 7//3) 
acting non-trivially. It was shown in [6] that the algebra structure of H*(Es; g/3) 
forces its coalgebra structure and its Steenrod module structure. The following is 
a much strengthened version of [6]. 
Theorem 1.2. Let p = 3. 
(a) I f  rank X< 8, then A*(3) acts trivially on oevenH*. 
(b) / f rank  X=8 and A*(3) acts non-trivially on QevenH*, then H*=H*(E8; 7//3) 
as Hopf algebras over A*(3). 
For a description of H*(Es; 7//3) consult Section 7. Suffice to say, for the mo- 
ment, that H.(Es; Z/3) has a highly non-trivial algebra structure and this algebra 
structure is obtained from 1.1. 
We do not know the analogue of 1.2 for large primes. However, we should 
observe that the type of arguments used to provel .2  can be easily extended to show 
that for p_5 ,  A*(p) acts trivialy on QevenH* if rank X<p 2. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we will describe 
the Hopf algebra structure of H*. In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we will prove Theorem 1.1. 
In Section 7 we will prove Theorem 1.2. 
Throughout his paper we will assume that assumptions A1-A2 and A3 are in 
effect. 
2. The eohomology algebra H* 
In this and the next section we study the structure of H*(X; Z/p) as a Hopf 
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algebra over A*(p). In this section we study Borel decompositions of H*(X; Z/p). 
Recall that a Borel decomposition is an isomorphism H*= (~A i of algebras where 
each A i is generated by a single element ag. Since H* is a commutative, associative 
Hopf algebra it admits such a decomposition. We are concerned with choosing the 
decomposition to be as compatible as possible with the action of A*(p) on H*. 
Ideally, we would like to show that H* is a U(M) algebra. In our situation, H* is 
a U(M) algebra if we can choose the Borel decomposition QAi  such that the Z/p 
vector space generated by {ag} is invariant under the action of A*(p). (See §2 of [9] 
for the definition of a U(M) algebra.) As was shown in [11], H* is not always a 
U(M) algebra. However, assumptions A2 and A3 ensure that H* satisfies a weaken- 
ed version of the U(M) algebra condition. 
2.1. Even degree generators 
The even degree generators can be chosen from PH*. For, let 
A= ~ Qo~nH 2n+ l
n>_l 
and let F be the subalgebra of H* generated by A. Then it was shown in [15] that 
Proposition 2.1. F is a primitively generated subHopf algebra of H* invariant under 
the action of  A*(p). 
Proposition 2.2. The map F~H*  induces a surjective map QF~QcvenH*. 
See 4.3.1 and 5.2.2 of [15]. These properties can be extended to assert hat we 
have the following useful series of isomorphisms. 
Proposition 2.3. A -- PF= QoP°ddH *-~ pevenH* ~ QevenH*. 
Proof. We begin by showing that we have injections 
(2.3.1) A C QoP°ddH*cpevenH*C QevenH*. 
First of all, the map PH*~QH* is injective. For, by 4.21 of [16], the primitives of 
H* which are decomposable must be pth powers. Secondly, 
(*) ~ pnH2n+l cpoddH *. 
n>_l 
For, given xeH 2n+l, suppose l l *x=x® 1 + 1 ®x+ ~ x~®xT. Then 
p*.~n(x) = .q~nxQ 1 + 1Q.q~nx+ ~_, .q~n;Q(X'i')P+ ~_, (x;)PQ .w"~nfxi" 
= .~nx® 1 + 1 Q .~nx. 
The inclusion (,) forces A CQoP°ddH *. Since QoP°ddH*cpevenH * is trivial, we 
have established 2.3.1. Next, by 2.2, A maps onto QevenH* and, so we actually 
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have isomorphisms. 
(2.3.2) A -~ Oop°ddn* -~ pevenH*-~ QevenH*. 
Finally, the inclusion A C F and PFC pevenn* plus the isomorphisms of 2.3.2 force 
the isomorphisms 
(2.3.3) A -~PF= pevenH *. [] 
It follows from 2.3 that A*(p) structure theorems for oevenH* pass to PF. In 
particular, it follows from [15] that 
Proposition 2.4. p2nF=O unless n=pk+...+p+l or n=pk+l+...+pl+l+ 
pt-~+ ... +p+ 1 (k_>l>2). 
Proposition 2.5. l f  m = p k + l + .-. + p l  + 2 + p l  + . . .  + p + 1 and n = p k + l + .. .  + pt  + l + 
pl- l  + ... +p+ 1 (k>_l), then pnF=X(:¢P')p2mF. 
Here X" A*(p)--*A*(p) is the canonical anti-automorphism. In [15], 2.5 is stated 
with :¢P~ rather than with )C(:¢P'). However, the two formulations are equivalent. 
For 2.4 states that p2iF= 0 for m < i< n. So 
X('~Pt)  x = -- "c~° Ptx - 2 )(, ('c~°i ) '(~°pt- iX = --"(~OP'x" 
2.2. Odd degree generators 
Ideally, we would like to choose the odd degree generators from p°ddH*. In 
general, this cannot be done. However, let fl*:/-7"+/-7"®/-7" be the reduced co- 
product defined by 
fl*(x) =p*(x) -x® 1 - 1 ®x 
and let 
g-2 = {X E H°dd  l f l * (X)  ~ H °dd (~) F}. 
Observe that p°ddH*cg2. By 2.1 of [1]. 
Proposition 2.6. The map Q-*H°dd-'+Q°ddH * is an isomorphism. 
Furthermore, the module f / i s  almost invariant under the action of A*(p). First 
of all. 
Proposition 2.7. ~ is invariant under the action of  {~n},_ 0. 
This follows from the Cartan formula using the fact hat both H °dd and F are 
invariant under {Y'},,>_0. On the other hand, the Milnor operation {Qs}s>_o (see 
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[16]) can act non-trivially on f2. Thus g2 is not invariant under A*(p). The most one 
can prove is 
Proposit ion 2.8. For each s>_O, QsDCF. 
To prove 2.8 we use the following two facts: 
Lemma 2.8.1. f l*f2®F. 
Lemma 2.8.2. Given ye l l  even, then yeF  i f  and only i f  f i *yeF®F.  
For 2.8.1 see 2.1 of [1]. For 2.8.2 use the fact that H*=F®H*/ /Fas  a H*/ /F-  
comodule (see 4.4 of [17]) as well as the fact that H*/ /F  is a primitively generated 
exterior algebra (see 2.2 and 2.6). 
Now suppose, by induction, that 2.8 is true in dimensions <n.  Pick xe  O n. By 
2.8.1, fi*(x) = ~, Xi(~y i where xie£2 and yieF.  By 2.1, plus the Cartan formula, 
~t*Qsx=~,Qs(xi)®yj. By the induction hypothesis, f i *QsxeF®F.  By 2.8.2, 
Qsx e F. 
Remark 2.9. It follows from subsections 2.1 and 2.2 that we can choose our Borel 
generators so as to be compatible with respect o the action of {,0 ~n },_>0 though not 
necessarily with respect o the action of {Qs}s>_0. We will show in Section 3 that the 
failure of Q0 to respect he Borel decomposition is related to the presence of non- 
trivial commutators in PH..  
3. The homology  algebra H ,  
As we observed in Section 1 the module of primitives, PH.,  has a Lie algebra 
structure. We will study it in this section. 
3.1. The Lie algebra structure of  PH,  
First of all, we should observe that the Lie algebra structure of PH,  determines 
the Hopf algebra structure of H , .  For, since x p = 0 for all x e/-t*, it follows from 
4.23 of [17] that H ,  is primitively generated. Since H ,  is associative, it then follows 
from §5 of [17] that H ,  is determined by the restricted Lie algebra structure of PH,  
(H, is the universal enveloping Hopf algebra of PH,). The restricted Lie algebra 
structure consists of the commutator map 
[-, • ] : PH,  ® PH,  ~ PH,  
plus the Frobenius pth power map 
: PH ,  ~ PH, ,  ~(x) = X p. 
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Since the Froebenius map is known to be trivial (see, for example, 2.3 and 2.4 of 
[5]) we have only the Lie bracket product to consider. 
Next, there are strong restrictions on commutators in PH, .  Consider the relations 
R3, R4 and R5 from Section 1. Relation R3 follows from 2.3 and 2.4 of [5]. Relation 
R4 follows from R3. For, given x,y~PevenH., then 
0 = [x, y]Q0 = [xQo, y] + [x, YQo] = [xQo, y] - [YQo, x]. 
As for R5, adP-l(x)(xQo)=xPQo (see 2.6 of [5]). So xP=O implies 
ad p- l (x)(xQo) = O. 
We should also justify our remark that every commutator in PH.  is of the form 
["" [[x, yl]Y2] "'" Yk] where XePoddH., Yi ePevenH* and the order of {Yl,--.,Yk} is 
immaterial. First of all, it follows from R3 that a commutator [-.- [[xl, x2]x3]"- xk] 
can be non-zero only if exactiy one of the xi belongs to PoddH. while the re- 
maining belong to PevenH,. Secondly, the Jacobi identity can be used to put 
['" [[xl,x2]x3] "" xk] into the required canonical form. 
3.2. Commutators in PH,  and the map B* :O~t2®F 
We next show that the map B* :Q-* t2®F determines, and in turn is determined 
by, the Lie algebra structure of PH, .  We have already shown that such an 
equivalence xists in principle. For PH,  determines the Hopf algebra H ,  while 
B* :/2 ~f2 ® F determines the Hopf algebra H*. We want a much more explicit cor- 
respondence however. 
As observed in Section 1 the duality between H* and H ,  induces a duality between 
QH* and PH, .  Using the isomorphism £2=Q°ddH * and PF=QevenH * we obtain 
non-singular pairings between 1"2 and PoddH* as well as between PF and PevenH,. 
Pick bases {ai} of PF and {by} of I2. They dualize to bases {ai} of PevenH, and 
{flJ} of PoddH,- 
In subsection 3.1 we verified that the non-zero commutators in PH,  are of the 
form [.--[fly, a 6] ... aik]. To show that such a commutator is non-zero we must 
find coeg2 such that (['"[[flj, ai~]'" aik],co)¢0. Given any coeg2 we can expand 
fi*co in terms of the basis {bjt~ai, ...aik } of £2®F where {aj, ""ajk } ranges 
through all possible non-zero monomials in {ai}. Then the relation between com- 
mutators in PH.  and the map B* : f2 ~ I2®F is determined by the following 
Theorem 3.3. Given coeE2, then ([...[flj, ai,]...aik],co)¢O if and only if 
bj (~ ai,ai2 ai~ appears non-trivially in p'co. 
We will break our proof of 3.3 into two steps: 
Lemma 3.3.1. ([--. [pj, ai,] ...... ai,], co> 4=0 if and only if  <fljai, "" ai~, co> :t:0. 
Lemma 3.3.2. (pjai, "" aik, co) ¢0  if and only if  bi®ai, ". ai k appears non-trivially 
in B'co. 
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by the recursive formula/z(2) =/~. and/Z(k) = (1 ®/J(k- l))/~, while/.t (z) =/~* and/1 (k) = 
(1 ®/~(k-l))/~,. The maps are dual to one another. 
By using the definition [x ,y]=xy-( -1) lx l ly lyx  we can write any given 
commutator  [...[fljCti,]...Otik ] as a sum of monomials XlX2...Xk+ l where 
{Xl,X2,...,Xk+l} is a permutation of {flj,...,Ctil,...,aik }. Moreover, if xl=pj ,  
then XlX2...Xk+l=fl jai . . .aik. We want to show that <Xl...Xk+l,09)=O unless 
xl "'" Xk+ 1 =~yai, "" ai~. So we must show that <xl ". Xk+ l, 09) ~0 forces xl =flj. We 
have the identity 
<xl -'- xk+ l, co) = <P(k+ l)(X~ ® "'" ®Xk+ l), 09> 
=(Xl @ "'" @Xk+ 1, ~/(k+ 1)(./.)). 
Since/z (k+ 1)o9 ~ ~"~@/-'@ ..-@/", it follows that (x 1 @ --- @Xk+ 1, / u(k+ 1)09) #=0 only 
if xl is dual to an element of I2. In other words, only if x 1 =,61. [] 
Proof of 3.3.2. As before we have 
(~j(Xi, "" aik , 0.)> : (~j  (~ (Xi, (~ "" (~ OIik , ~(k + l)(.t)>" 
Since {fly, cti,, ..., ai,} are primitive, they annihilate decomposable elements of H*. 
Moreover, when we restrict our attention to the indecomposable lements 
{ai} U {bj}, then everything but the dual elements {bj, ai,, ... ,aik} are annihilated. 
SO, (fl j  (~ Ctil Q""  Q Otik , lit (k + 1)O9) :¢ 0 if and only if bj (~ ai, (~ . . .  (~ aik appears non- 
trivially in p(k+ ~)09. Lastly, the fact that F is primitively generated implies that 
bj®ai ,®. . .  ®aik appears non-trivially in p(k+l)09 if and only if bj(~ai,  ... aik ap- 
pears non-trivially in #'09. [] 
3.3. Commutators in PH.  and the Bockstein Qo 
We next establish a relation between the presence of non-trivial commutators in
PH,  and the non-trivial ction of the Bockstein Q0 on 12. As in subsection 3.1 we 
will choose a basis of PH,  and examine the commutators constructed from these 
elements. Again as in subsection 3.1 we choose a basis of PH,  by dualizing a basis 
for I2 and for PF. Choose any basis {ai} of PF. Next choose a basis {bi} I.J {Cj} of 
f2 which satisfies the following properties. 
Lemma 3.4. (i) b i • p°ddH* and aobi  = a i. 
(ii) cj • g2 and Qocj is decomposable. 
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To make such a choice we use the isomorphisms of 2.3. 
If we dualize {ai} U {bi} U {cy} we obtain a basis of PH, .  Let {ai} be the duals 
of {ai} and let {,8i} be the duals of {bi}. We have the following relation between 
non-trivial commutators in PH,  and the non-trivial action of Q0 on ~2. Given 
toe~ we know that QotoeF. So we can expand Q0to in terms of the Z/p-basis 
,.¢[ = {ai,ai2 ... aik ¢O[i  I <__i2... <_it} of/-'. 
Theorem 3.5. Given k >_ 1, then ai,ai2"'" aik appears non-trivially in Qoto i f  and only 
i f  ([ "-" [fli,ai~] "'" uik], to)~0.  
Proof. Let .N = {bi} U {c j} .  Besides expanding Q0to in terms of .~, we can expand 
/7*09 in terms of ~/®~// and P*Q0to = Q0P*to in terms of .~' ®~.  First of all, 
ai, "..aik appears non-trivially in Qoto~ai,@ai2...aik appears non-trivialy in 
/2*Q0to. This follows from the fact that F is primitively generated and a p = 0 for all 
a eF.  Secondly, by Lemma 3.4, ai, Q ai2""aik appears non-trivially in/2*Q0to ~ 
bi, Q ai 2 "" ai k appears non-trivially in/2*to. Thirdly, by Theorem 3.3, bi, (~ ai2 "'" ai, 
appears non-trivially in/2*to ~* ( [.-- [fli~, ai2]"" aik], to) =/= O. [] 
4. The + construction 
In this section and the next we present a construction which will be used in com- 
pleting the proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that {2 is invariant under the action of 
{.~n} but not necessarily under {Qs}s<_o. In this section we will explain how, given 
to e ~ where deg to ~:-  1 mod 2p, we can modify to to obtain an element o+ where 
Qsto + =0 for s_>0. In Section we will explain how the commutators described in 
Theorem 1.1 can be detected by looking at the action of {X(~")} on elements of 
the form to+. 
Given to e ~2 where deg to - -  1 mod 2p, we will modify to to obtain an element 
to+ where 
(4.1) to + - to is decomposable, 
(4.2) Qsto + =0 for s>0.  
Since PF= pevenH*= QeVenH* is trivial in degrees = 0 or -2  mod 2p (see 2.4), pro- 
perty 4.2 is equivalent to asserting that 
(4.2)' Qsto + ePF  for s>0.  
Lemma 4.3. Given to ~ I2 where deg to - - -  1 mod 2p, there exists ~ e H* where 
- to is decomposable, Qs ~ ~ PF for  s> 0 and Qo ~ = Qoto. 
Proof. Let {ai} be a basis of PF. Then F has a Z/p-basis 
.~t= {a~'...aedlo<_ei<_p - 1}. 
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By 2.8.1, P*o9 e f2 ® F. So we can write 
(4.3.1) fl*og= ~ og i (x~a imodOQ D 
where D is the decomposable elements of F. We will let 
1 
(D = o9 ~-, ogi ai. 
19-1 
Since Qs ~ = Qso9 - (1 / (p -  1)) ~ Qs(ogi)ai we want to show 
(4.3.2) ~ Oo(ogi)ai = O, 
Os(ogi)ai=(p - 1)Qso9 for s>0.  
Pick a monomial a(E)=a~'.., aek * where ~] el>_2. Suppose that a(E) appears in 
Qso9 with coefficient a. We will show that (4.3.3) a(E) appears in ~ Qs(ogi)ai with 
coeff ic ient  t~(~.ei). This suffices to prove 4.3.2. For, since degog=- I  mod2p 
we have deg Q0og-=0mod2p and degQsog=-2mod2p for s>0.  Since dega i -  
2 rood 2p we have 
a(E) appears in Q0o9 only if ~ ei=Omodp, 
a(E) appears in Qso9 for s> 0 only if ~ ei =--- 1 modp.  
To prove 4.3.3, we apply the coproduct map to Qso9 and to a(E). It follows from 
4.3.1 that 
(4.3.4) /~*Qso9 = ~ Osogi(x~ai mod F®D. 
Since the {ai} are primitive, it follows by a simple counting argument that 
a(E) 
(4.3.5) p*a(E) = ~ei - -®a imodF®D.  
ai 
It follows from 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 that a(E) appearing in Qso9 with coefficient a 
forces a(E)/ai to appear in Qsogi with coefficient aei (1 ___ i< k). Thus a(E) appears 
in ~ Qs(tOi)ai with coefficient a( ~ ei). [] 
Lemma 4.4. For each a ~ F there exists b ~ H* such that Qob = a while Qsb = 0 for 
s>0. I f  a is decomposable we can choose b to be decomposable. 
Proof. F has basis ~' = {a(E)= a~' ... aekk]O<ei_<p-1 }. Since Qs is linear, we can 
reduce to the case a = a(E). Since Qs acts as a derivation, we can further reduce to 
the case a=ai. To see this, take a=a(E) and pick ei>O. Write a=ai(a(E)/ai). 
Given bi such that Qobi=ai and Osbi=O for s>0 simply let b=bi(a(E)/ai). 
Observe that this reduction also ensures that if a is decomposable, then b can be 
chosen to be decomposable as well. Finally, for the case a= ai, we can choose 
biEp°ddH* as in 3.4 such that Oobi=ai . We also have Qsbi=O for s>0.  For 
PeVenH* is trivial in degrees--0 mod 2p. (See 2.4.) [] 
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We can now modify 09 to produce 09 + e ~ Ker Qs. First of all, we replace o9 by 
cD as in 4.3. Suppose QoeDSPF. For each a(E) with ~ ei>2 we choose be as in 4.4 
such that Qobe =a(E) while Qsbe=O for s>0.  Let aE be the coefficient of a(E) in 
Q0to- Then 
to+ =¢, -  ,,EbE. 
It would be pleasant if the invariance of the module f2 under the operations {~q } q>0 
was preserved under the + construction. More precisely, given to e f2 where deg to--- 
- 1 mod 2p, then, for any n >_ O, ~pnto ~ Q and deg .~pnto ___ _ 1 mod 2p. So we can 
apply the + construction to both to and ~pnto. Is it possible that ~pn(to+)= 
(,~pnto)+? In general, there is no reason to assume such an invariance property. 
The problem is that the + construction involves choices. The element t3 from 4.3 
is canonically defined and we do have the invariance property 
(4.5) ~PneD = ~Pnco. 
However, the elements {be} involve choices. The resulting indeterminancy 
prevents us from extending 4.5 to the + construction. But observe that all the {be} 
are at least p-fold decomposables. For deg Q0to---0 mod 2p implies that any a(E) 
appearing in Q0 is at least a p-fold decomposable. Thus we have: 
Lemma 4.6. I f  09 ~ I2 and deg o9-- - 1 mod 2p, then ~pn(to +) = ( ~Pn o)) + modulo p- 
fold decomposables. 
5. The + construction and commutators in H ,  
In this section we will explain how the + construction can be used to force the 
non-trivial commutators described in Theorem 1.1. Because of the isomorphisms 
established in 2.3, we can work with PH* rather than QH* when we prove Theorem 
1.1. Suppose 
)( , (~Pt)x = y ~ 0 
where x, y ~ PF. Pick o, w ~ p°ddH* where 
Q0o =x, Qow =y. 
Expand {x,y} to a basis {ai} of PF. Expand {o, w} to a basis {bi} LI {cj} of I2 satis- 
fying 3.4. let 
L/' = the non-zero monomials in {ai} t.J {bi} I,J {cj}, 
then Y is a basis of H*. In this section we will prove 
Proposition 5.1. I f  there exists wed such that wy p-  1 appears non-trivially when 
we expand X(~ tp- l)p')to+ in terms of L/", then all the commutators described in 1.1 
are non-trivial. 
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To produce the commutators described in Theorem 1.1 we will require a basis of 
PH, .  As before we can use the non-singular pairing between I2-~Q°ddH* and 
Po,~dH. as well as between PF-~Qe"enH* and PevenH* to dualize the basis 
{ai} 13{bi} (3{cj}. Let x 'y*  o* and w* denote the duals of x,y, o and w respec- 
tively. Our choice of {bi} U {cj} in 3.4 forces the relation. 
Lemma 5.2. (i) x*Qo = o*. 
(ii) y*Qo = w*. 
We can also choose the element {ai} so that 
Lemma 5.3. (i) y*x(~ p') =x*. 
(ii) y*x(~q)=o,  O<q<p t+l, q=/=pt. 
Proof. We can always arrange property (i). Property (ii) follows from the sparesness 
of QevenH*, and hence of PevenH*, as described in 2.4. [] 
It follows from 5.2, 5.3 and the re lat ion Qox(#q)=x(~q)Qo-x(~q- l )Q  1 that 
Lemma 5.4. (i) W*)(,(~ pt) = 0". 
(ii) w*x(~q)=o,  l <q<p t+l, q:C:pt. 
We now set about proving Propositions 5.1. First of all, we have 
Lemma 5.5. The commutators in Theorem 1.1 are all non-zero i f  there exists o9 ~ £2 
such that x p- ly appears non-trivially when we expand Qota in terms of  ~d. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the p-fold commutators are non-zero. It follows 
from 3.5 that we can produce all the non-zero p-fold commutators described by 
Theorem 1.1 if we can find tal, ta2,--., tap_ 1 (3 Q such that x p- iyi appears non- 
trivially when we expand Qotai in terms of ~¢¢. We will let 
(5.5.1) tai+l =~(~pt)ita for O<i<p--2.  
Suppose xp-iy i appears non-trivially in Qotai. We want to show xP- i - l y  i+l ap-  
pears non-trivially in Qotai÷l. We have 
(5.5.2) Qotai+ 1 : Qox(~P')tai 
= Z(:~p')Ootai _ ~,(~i~p'- 1 )Qltai = x(~P')Qotai  • 
(Regarding the last equality X(~ p'- 1)Qltai = 0 since Qltai E 1" and, by 2.4, 
x(~q)=o on F unless q -0modp. )  It follows from 5.3 that, for the basis {ai} of 
PF, y appears non-trivially in X(~q)ai for O<q<p t only if q=pt and ai =x. There- 
fore, since x p- iyi appears non-trivially in Qotai we have 
(5.5.3) ,~,(~p')(xp- iyi) = ix p -  i -  lyi+ 1 appears non-trivially in )(.(,~Pt)Qota i. [] 
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Let o9 e f2 and suppose deg o9 - - 1 mod 2p. 
Lemma 5.6. I f  either wx p-  1 or oxP-2y appears non-trivially when we expand w + 
with respect to ~, then xP- ly  appears non-trivially when we expand Qo w with 
respect to ~¢L. 
Proof. Consider the definition 09 + =ff~-F~ aebE. We can expand ~ by using 
monomials from ~ of weight < 2. So if wx p-  1 or ox p-  2y appear non-trivially they 
must be be elements. Since Qowx p-1 =Qooxp-2y,  it follows that xP- ly  must ap- 
pear in Qoog. [] 
The final step in the proof of Proposition 5.1 is 
Lemma 5.7. Given z e~,  i f  wy p-I appears non-trivially when we expand 
%(~(P- I)P')z in terms o f  Lf, then z = wx p-  l or oxp-2y. 
Proof. It follows from 5.3 and 5.4, plus the Cartan formula that 
(5.7.1) w,(y , )p -  l~(~(p- l)p') ---- W,(x , )p -  1 + O, (x , )p -2y , .  
(Here, we are using the Pontryagin product in H, . )  The basis L~ of H* dualizes to 
a basis ~ '  of H , .  If H* is primitively generated, uality is particularly well behaved. 
We have 
(5.7.2) (wyP-  1 ) ,  = w,(y , )p -  1, 
(WX p-  1 ) , :  w , (x , )p -1 ,  
(ox p-  2)y), = o , (x , )p -  2y,. 
Combining 5.7.1 and 5.7.2 we have 
(5.7.3) (wyP-  1 ),%(~(p- l)p') = (wx p-  1 ) ,  + (ox p-  2y), 
which is the dual of the lemma. If H* is not.primitively generated, we obtain 
primitivity by passing to an associated graded Hopf algebra. If H* is filtered by the 
augmentation filtration, then E°H *_~H* as an algebra nd is primitively generated 
as a Hopf algebra. (See [2].) Moreover, we do not lose information about the action 
of the operations {;~(:¢q)} on H* by passing to E°H *. For I2 and PF  are invariant 
under A*(p).  So, a monomial from ~' of any given weight is mapped to a sum of 
monomials of the same weight. [] 
6. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 we are left with verifying the 
hypotheses of Proposition 5.1. That is the purpose of this section. We first recall 
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the results of [13]. They describe how the U(M) property fails for H* if A*(p) acts 
non-trivially on aevenH*. They can be regarded as giving a rought approximation 
of the hypothesis of 5.1. We then use Hopf algebra techniques to verify that the 
hypothesis of 5.1 holds. 
6.1. Failure o f  the U(M) property 
To state our main result regarding the failure of the U(M) property we must 
decompose H* as an algebra over E(Q0, Ql)- 
Proposition 6.1. H *= QHi  as an algebra over E(Qo, QI) where each factor Hi is 
one o f  the following: 
n i= E(c i )QE(bi )~ Tp(ai), 
Hi = E(di), 
Qobi = Qlci = ai, 
Qlbi = Ooci = O, 
Qodi=Qldi=O. 
For a proof of 6.1 see Theorem 3.1 of [12]. We can make special choices for the 
element {ai} and {bi}. 
Lemma 6.2. (i) a i ~ PF. 
(ii) b i ~ p°ddH*. 
Proof. We will use the isomorphisms in 2.3 extensively. The proof of Theorem 3.1 
of [12] shows that we can choose b i ~ A = PF. Now choose any/~i e p°ddH* satisfy- 
ing Qobi = ci. We claim that Qlbi--0. I f  so, we can choose b i = bi in 6.1 and we are 
done. We have Qlbi ~pevenH*= oevenH*. Since a i ~PF,  it follows from 2.4 that 
dega i -2mod2p.  Thus degS i -1  mod2p. But then degQlb i -Omod2p.  Since 
Qlbi e PF, it follows from 2.4 that Qlbi =0. [] 
Now, as in Section 5, suppose 
)(.(~P')x = y #: 0 
where x, y ~ PF. Pick o, w ~ p°ddH* where 
Qoo =x,  Qo W = y. 
By 6.2, we can assume that {x,y, o, w} are among the algebra generators {ai} I.J 
{bi} [.J {Ci} [.J {di} given by 6.1. Let 
~r = the non-zero monomials in the elements {ai} U {bi} U {ci} t3 {di}. 
Then ~ is a basis of H*. Observe also that ~( is a different basis than the basis 
described in Section 5. The elements {ai} [_J {bi} of 6.1 are common to both bases. 
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However, the elements {ci} 13 {di} of 6.1 do not generally belong to I2. Hence they 
do not belong to Lf. 
The element wy p-I belong to ~/. In [13] we used the fact that x(~P')x=y to 
force 
Proposition 6.3. We can choose an algebra generator a f rom 6.1 and O< i<_ 
p t -  l + pt -  2 + ... + p + l such that wy p-  ] appears  non-trivially when we expand 
X(~(p- l)p'- l)a in terms o f  ~. 
This proposition shows that H* is not a U(M) algebra. For producing a decom- 
position such as 6.1 amounts to showing that H* is a U(M) algebra with respect o 
the operations Q0 and Qi- Proposition 6.3 then shows that H* cannot be a U(M) 
algebra with respect o the operations {JCq}q>_0.  
6.2. The bases ~ and L~ 
Before using Proposition 6.3 to verify the hypothesis of Proposition 5.1 we will 
first discuss the relation between the basis ~Y and the basis .~. It follows from 
decomposition 6.1 plus the fact that w and y are among the generators of the decom- 
position that there is a well defined map of (20 differential algebras 
y : H*~E(w)® Tp(y). 
Given a monomial z e .~, expand z in terms of ~/. Then 
Lemma 6.4. wy p- 1 appears non-trivially in z i f  and only if 7(z)= wY p- 1 
We will make a special choice for the basis ~. Recall that to choose .~ we choose 
a basis of ~ and of PF as in 3.3 which includes the elements {y, y, o, w}. Expand 
{x, y} to basis {ai} of PF by using elements from ker 7. The non-zero monomials 
in {ai} give a basis ~' of F and, for any ¢oeQ, we can expand Qoco~F in terms 
of ~'. Choose { Wl,..., Wp_ l } from E2 where 
W 1 = W, 
(20 wj = yJ + other terms. 
Remark. Except for w I = w the elements {wj} may not exist. We will assume that 
they all exist. Our subsequent arguments just become simpler if some of the { wy} 
do not exist. 
Observe that 7(wj) = wy j -  1. (Hence ~(wjy p - j )  = wy p-  l .)  Expand {WI, .. . ,  Wp_ l} 
to a basis of f2 by using elements from ker ),. We now have our basis of E2 and of 
PF. The monomials in these elements form the basis A p of H*. 
The above special choice of .~ ensures the following property. 
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Lemma 6.5. Given z6 ~, y(z)=/=O if and only if z= wjyP-J for some 1 <_j<_p- I. 
It follows from 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 that 
Lemma 6.6. There exists a generator a in 6.2 such that, for some O<i<_ 
pt- l  + ... +p+ 1, the sum of the coefficients of  the elements {wjyP-J I 1 <_j<_p- 1} 
is non-zero when we expand X(# (p- l)P'-i)a in terms of  LP. 
6.3. Verfication of  the hypothesis of  5.1 
We will prove that the hypothesis of 5.1 holds by showing that we can introduce 
the following restriction or modification into 6.3: 
(i) i=0 ,  
(ii) a = o9 + for some w ~ f2, 
(iii) the basis ~ can be replaced by the basis .V. 
STEP (i) 
Lemma 6.7. i = 0. 
Proof. Our proof is similar to that of 5.8. We take the basis of 12NQ°ddH* and 
of P l - '=pevenH * obtained after Lemma 6.4 and dualize it to obtain a basis of PH.. 
We can assume {x*,y* o* w*} satisfy 5.3 and 5.4. So, if O<q<p t+l, then 
(6.7.1) (y* )x (#q)=0 for q=-Omodp t, 
(6.7.2) w~x(#q)=o for qm0or  I modp/. 
To prove 6.7.2, we require, besides 5.5, the following identity: 
(6.7.3) wT= [.--[[w*,y*]y*]---y*] ( j -  1 copies of y*). 
This identity follows from 3.6. We can use 6.7.1 and 6.7.2 to deduce 
(6.7.4) For each 1 <_j<p-1 we have w;(y*)P-Jx(~q)=o for 
(p -  1)pt - (pt - l  + ... +p+ 1)_ q<(p-  1)p t. 
By an argument similar to that in 5.8 we can assume (wjya-J)*= wT(y*) p-j. 
The lemma follows. For wjy p-j appearing non-trivially in X(#(u-Op'-i)a forces 
(w jyp- j ) ,x (~(  p-  l)p'- i) #: 0. [] 
STEP (ii). Since the elements {wjy p-j} all have degree=--1 mod2p it follows 
from 6.7 that the generator a also has degree- -1  mod 2p. 
Lemma 6.8. a = to + for some to c £2. 
Proof. In degree-  1 mod 2p we can choose the generators {a} in 6.2 by choosing 
a set of elements from Ker QoNKer Q1CH* which project to a basis of Q°ddH*. 
So choose a basis of £2 and apply the + construction as in Section 4. [] 
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STEP (iii). We now know from 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 that there exists to e f2 such that 
the sum of the coefficients of the elements {wjyP-Jl 1 <j<_p- 1 } is non-zero when 
we expand ,Z(/¢ (p- ~)P')to+ in terms of J/. The following lemma then verifies that 
step (iii) can be carried out. 
Lemma 6.9. Among the e lements  {wjyP-J I 1 <j<--p-- 1} only WlY p -  1 can appear 
non-trivially in X(~ (p- 1)p')to+. 
Proof. It follows from 4.6 that )(,(~(P-l)P')to+~[X(:~(P-°P')to]+modp-fold de- 
composables. If X(~(P-1)P')to=0, we have X(~(P-°P')co+=Omodp-fold de- 
composables. If X(~(P-~)P')to#:O there is no loss of generality in including 
X(~(p-op')to+ among the algebra generators of 6.2 (see the proof of 6.8). [] 
7. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Assume that p = 3. Suppose X(~3')x=y where x,y ~ aevenH*. We have already 
pointed out in Section 1 (see also 3.5) that, for each i,j where 1 <i+j<_3, 0<i<2,  
0_<j_<2, there exists an indecomposable z~/where 
(7.1) Qo zij = xi y + other terms. 
So rank Q°ddH*>__7. Thee is no loss of generality in assuming that 
(7.2) degx=2(3t+. . -  + 3 + 1). 
For, by 2.4 and 2.5, if A*(3) acts non-trivially, then it does so in a degree of the 
form 2(3s+ --.3 + 1). And, in that case, we have the Steenrod power 9~(~ 3s) acting 
non-trivially. By 2.6 of [7], 
(7.3) Q2nH*=QiQ2n-23'+IH* i f2n__2.3 i. 
Thus we have non-zero elements z~, z2, ..., zt where 
(7.4) Qizi=x (1 <i_<t). 
Since the elements {zi} U {z/j} are obviously all distinct, we have 
(7.5) rank Q °dart*_> 7 + t___ 8. 
We have now proven part (a) of Theorem 1.2. For part (b) suppose 
rank Q°ddH*= 8. Then 7.2 and 7.5 forces 
(7.6) degx= 8, degy =20, #3x=y. 
By 7.1, 7.4 and 7.6, plus the fact that rank Q°daH*= 8, we have 
(7.7) Q°ddH* has a Z/p-basis {X3,X7, XIs, XI9, X27, X35, X39, X47 } where xi has 
degree i. 
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It follows that 
(7.8) QevenH* has a 7//p-basis {x8, x20} where xi has degree i. 
For, by 7.3, any more elements in oevenn* would force xtra elements in Q°ddH* 
over and above those described in 7.7. 
To prove that H*=H*(Es; 7//3) over A*(3), it is easiest o dualize and consider 
H ,  and H,(E8;Z/3). As in subsection 3.1 it suffices to show PH, and 
PH,(E8; 7//3) are isomorphic as Lie algebras over A*(3). By 7.7 and 7.8, PH, has 
a basis {t~ 3, a 7, Ctl5, Ctl9, ct27, ct35, ct39, a47, a 8, t~20 } • By 7.3 and 7.6, A*(3) acts on PH, 
in the following manner 
(7.9) t23-----t~7 1, Ct7=0t8Q 0, a8=t~20 ~3, t215=t219 ~1, al9=aEoQo. 
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
(7.10) a15 =[av, a8], 
t~27 ---- [a19, aS] = [a7, a20l, 
a35 = [[a7, aa]a20] = [[a7, azo]aa] = [a19, aa]a8], 
a39 = [t~19, a20], 
Ct47 = [[al9, eta], a20] = [[a19, 0tE0]a8] = [[Ct7, aEO]a20]. 
The identities in 7.10 completely describe the Lie algebra of PH,. What happens 
is that every bracket in PH, which the module structure of PH, allows to be non- 
zero is actually non-zero. The identities in 7.10 also show that the action of A*(3) 
on PH, is completely determined by 7.9. (One extends the action to brackets via a 
Cartan formula.) 
The Lie algebra PH.(Es; 7//3) is described in [6]. It also has a basis {ct3, t~7, ctl 5, 
a19, a27, 0t35, a39, a47, Cts, a20} satisfying 7.9 and 7.10. So PH, and PH,(Es; 7//3) are 
isomorphic as Lie algebras over A*(3). 
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